
TOOLS NEEDED: Tape measure, level, Phillips 

screwdriver, pencil

WHAT’S IN THE BOX: (1) Assembled lightbox 

frame, cleat (attached to backside of frame), 

Walldog (drywall) and Tapcon® (for concrete) 

screws, white/black blockout backer fabric, fabric 

graphic. It is important to not let the graphic insert 

touch the floor to avoid it from getting dirty.

STEP 1:  Remove cleat from backside of frame, and 

install to the wall at the height you would like the 

lightbox. Using a level, secure it to the wall with 

the supplied Walldogs (for drywall) or Tapcons (for 

cement or masonry). For larger lightboxes, it is 

recommended to secure it into a wall stud. 

STEP 2: Hang the assembled frame on the cleat.

STEP 3:  Secure the frame to the wall with the 

remaining screws through the predrilled holes in 

the frame.   

STEP 4:  Take the white/black blockout backer 

fabric, and insert it into the back channel of the 

frame. The black side of the fabric goes against 

the wall. The gray pull tag goes in the lower right 

corner. The RED-edged, rubber strip goes into the 

channel first. Start with the corners and then insert 

the middle of each of the four sides of the fabric 

into the channel and work your way out to each of 

the corners. Insert the electrical cord through the 

precut slot of the fabric, and plug it in to your 

outlet before completely securing it in the back 

channel.  
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STEP  5:  Insert the fabric graphic into the font 

channel of the frame. The gray pull tag goes in the 

lower right corner. The RED-edged, rubber strip 

goes into the channel first. Start with the corners 

and then insert the middle of each of the four sides 

of the fabric into the channel and work your way 

out to each of the corners. 

NOTE:  The fabric is designed to stretch to a taught, 

smooth fit. Your fabric will at first appear to be too 

short to fit. 

STEP 6:  After you fit the last portion of the graphic 

fabric into the end of the channel, slide your thumb 

back along the edge of the frame to smooth away 

any bumps that may have resulted. If wrinkles occur, 

take out sections and repeat Step 5 until you 

achieve a smooth finish.
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